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Introducing Genesis Finance
Genesis Finance was created by the group of professional analytics, cryptocurrency traders
and developers. The team has implemented all their experience and wishes in the Genesis
Finance to make our crypto space even more convenient and easy to use for our customers.
The benefits of Genesis finance are clear and transparent, including highest security, different
types of services, useful utilities and the ability to earn higher income through your crypto
holdings.
Genesis Finance will Launch with SAFU&KYC&Audit badge to provide safety and security for
our investors.
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Utilities
Genesis Finance decentralized ecosystem includes such useful utilities as:

Staking Dapp
Swap & wallet
Decentralized Exchange
NFT Marketplace
Launchpad
An ecosystem is represented by $GEFI token.
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Wallet & Swap
GEFIwallet is a non-custodial web3 wallet that will connect billions of users around the world
safely. GEFIwallet offers multi-chain (cryptocurrency), DEX, Payment solutions, and others.
GEFIwallet is a key component of future multichain protocols/applications, acting as a single
point of access to various DeFi services across multiple blockchains. By having variations on
the wallet, we have established a solid platform for expanding our product suite.

Swap allows users to easily exchange one cryptocurrency for another. Moreover, option
of quick swap is already available. You can Buy, Receive , Swap, Send and Store crypto
using GEFIwallet.
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GEFIWallet
What makes GEFIwallet stand out?

Hight security. Your private keys can't leave your device. Using strong wallet encryption and
cryptography, you can rest assured that your assets are safe and secure.
Enhanced privacy/anonymity. No KYC bureaucracy to access your assets, no IP association,
no identity, no transactions tracking.
Payment Solutions. GEFIwallet offers scalable payment solutions built for immediate
transactions, fees that are fractions of a penny, and a net-zero environmental impact like
Solana pay, Rollups, Bitcoin Lightning Network, and more.
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GEFIWallet
Buy assets with your card. Purchase Assets directly from Gefiwallet through the use of our
partners. Visa and Mastercard payment systems are accepted.
Multi-chain.
Full support for Bitcoin and other major altcoins and tokens. Coin selection and addition are
done with the utmost care.

GEFIwallet is working to lead the blockchain payment technology by transforming how
businesses and people send, receive, and store money around the world.
GEFIwallet will be also available on IOS and Android soon.
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Staking
Earn passive income from the GEFI with APY up to 200%. GEFI staking is live at launch, as well
as GEFIWallet&Swap.

30 Days lock : 15% APY
90 Days Lock: 45% APY
180 Days Lock: 135% APY
365 Days Lock: 200% APY
*Early withdrawal fee is 10%. That means in case of unstacking tokens before selected period
funds will be charged of 10% fee and lost their rewards.
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NFT Marketplace
GEFI NFT Marketplace was build to provide unlimited digital content which can be owned
and traded. GEFI NFT Marketplace gives our customers an opportunity to mint their NFTs by
themselves including Music, Images or Arts.
Our aim was to create one platform, which gives you full circle service. One of the main
futures of Genesis Finance is paying attention to details, that’s why our customers will see how
simple and logical GEFI NFT Marketplace is in practice. On the technical side, our developers
have taken care of everything and more.
GEFI NFT Marketplace provides discounts for regular customers and free transactions as well.
Explore NFT collections, mint your own NFT’s, keep an eye on the trending NFT’s, sale, buy and
list NFT’s , dive into the NFT world with Genesis Finance.
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Decentralized Exchange &
Launchpad
Using a Genesis Finance DEX does not involve a sign-up process to protect users privacy.
Genesis Finance DEX provides high level security, what makes data collection impossible.
Decentralized Launchpad will launch a high-quality crypto projects on the Binance Smart
Chain. Genesis Launchpad should become a trusted platform, where users can invest their
money with confidence. All projects will be verified and audited.
We all know, that crypto space need changes, that’s why we pay much attention to
checking new projects. In future it will bring more investments to all projects that launch on our
platform.
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Our Mission
As we said, Genesis Finance decentralized ecosystem was created by the group of
professional analytics, cryptocurrency traders and developers. The team has implemented all
their experience and wishes in the Genesis Finance to make our crypto space even more
convenient and easy to use for our customers. Our mission is to make other people believe in
this project as much as we do.
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Roadmap
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Tokenomics

All tokens will be locked.
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